APPROPRIATE ATTRIBUTION

All previously published works (or excerpts of previously published works) for which the student is the author or co-author, when included in the thesis document, must be appropriately attributed/cited on the first page of each applicable chapter.

Tips

- Do not use quotation marks or number the attribution as a footnote.
- If, at the time of your official thesis/dissertation submission to OGE, the work has not been submitted, it should not be included as an attribution.
- If you are a PhD student, and you have already obtained an MS thesis, the MS thesis cannot be used as an attribution at the beginning of the chapter.

Examples

- This chapter previously appeared as: (complete publication citation as printed in the literature cited/references section)
- Portions of this chapter previously appeared as: (complete publication citation as printed in the literature cited/references section)
- This chapter is (Portions of this chapter are) to appear in: (publication citation as presented in the literature cited/references section)
- This chapter is (Portions of this chapter are) in Press: (publication citation as presented in the literature cited/references section)
- This chapter has (Portions of this chapter have) been submitted to: (publication citation as presented in the literature cited/references sections)

If you have any questions regarding appropriate attribution, please contact the Office of Graduate Education.

More information can be found in the Preparation Manual for Dissertations and Theses.